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A303 Sparkford to Ilchester Dualling
My Registration Identity Number: 20015173

Dear PINS,
I attach hereto:-
1     Summary of Written Submission
2     Written Submission together with 6 attachments.

I have not entered a request to speak at the Scheduled Hearings but
would very much hope that it would be possible to enter into dialogue
with Highways England and their Designers to develop the contents of my
submission.

Regards

A Keith Tingey
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Resident of West Camel for 33 years.



Summary of Written Submission



As soon as Option 1 was chosen in October 2017 I obtained a copy of the plans of proposals of the 1990’s scheme and drew a line that was to show the route of a southern link road to join the part of the existing road that had been severed by the new dual carriageway, it made common sense. This has become the Parallel Road which has so much going for it in terms of making the construction of the new scheme much easier (traffic away from construction), cheaper (a substantial amount of land shown within the DCO Red Boundary is no longer required), quicker (closure of local roads can be reduced), less disruptive (closure of the road will not be required as much as would have been the case), and has been generally accepted by the local communities as a must have requirement.

I believe that the attached maps to my Written Submission, AKT 2,3 & 4 show clearly the ease with which the Parallel Road can be accommodated into the Scheme.

Removal of the planned Downhead and Camel Cross junctions in a 6-kilometre length of carriageway between two major junctions enables upgrade to Expressway with minimal cost. Savings can be allotted to new link road between Podimore Roundabout and the B3151 at RNAS Yeovilton Base giving a more resilient local road network with the retained A303 and Parallel Road. Any forced closure of the dualled road would have a suitable relief road, this is clearly illustrated in AKT 5.

The Hazlegrove junction design is not user friendly, uses too much land and can be re-designed to achieve results that are more in keeping with existing highway designs, providing good safe access to Hazlegrove School and for users of the existing Services site and those entering the local road network.

The planned compounds are at the wrong side of the planned Dual Carriageway starkly emphasised by Highways England’s suggestion that bridges over the A303 would be used.
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Provision of a Parallel Road.

Highways England stated that they were aware of the call for a Parallel Road for some time and it therefore is extremely disconcerting that they have not recognised the benefits that flow from its inclusion.

From Howell Hill to Traits Lane the existing road is naturally lost due to the alignment of the new carriageway. A new link between these two points is fundamental to the viability of the construction of the new carriageway and the ultimate retention as a local road network. There are disadvantages with this requirement but there are advantages that far exceed the downside in respect of saving in costs to the public purse, resilience, and benefit to the local communities.

A letter dated the 19th July 2018 from Highways England (HE) to West Camel Parish Council referring to the ‘alternative proposal’ and comparing the projected cost of their Scheme and the proposed alternative (See AKT 1 attached). This letter identifies a) Construction, b) Land, c) Non-recoverable VAT, and d) Risk. Importantly it does not say that the ‘alternative proposal’ is not possible but, in their view, increases the cost of the Project overall by £9,000,000 which they would not countenance.

An analysis of costings shows that there was no attempt to offset the value of savings that would flow from the introduction of the Parallel Road.

Looking at AKT 1, the cost of the construction is £6.8M, it is noted that this included diversion costs of statutory undertaker apparatus, however, APP-006 2.3 Work Plans, Drawing DR-UU-2034 indicates that there will be minor re-alignment of proposed work identified as WORK NO. 45, 46, 47 and 48 where the Parallel Road joins the top of Howell Hill and WORK 72, 76 and 79 at the MOD Signal Station, therefore no cost implications of significance between the two schemes.

Looking at AKT 1 the cost of land is given as £600,000. The only additional outright acquisition is 370 metres of varying width to provide a straight section of new road, together with a further say 7 metres width for the whole length and to provide the bellmouth junction at Howell Hill (See AKT 2 attached). The road will use the land which has already been acquired for the construction of the tracks for Accommodation Works and Public Right of Way (Tracks 6 & 7) and for the compound and haul road. (See AKT 3 attached)

Looking at AKT 1 the cost of Non-recoverable VAT is approximately 10%.

 Looking at AKT 1 the cost of Risk is 18% giving an uplift of £1.5M. If there is any risk, it should be minimal as the only area that has possibly not been investigated is the 370m strip of newly required land. 

Adverse cost impact on Designed Scheme

Cost of additional land between 5/3f and 7/1c shown on App-005 2.2 Land Plans, drawings DR-UU-2021 & 2023 NOTE Part of this land is haul road and the proposed compound for site accommodation adjacent to Traits Lane are already acquired for use temporarily to be reinstated after the project is completed. The haul road will not be required however, and the site accommodation site is totally in the wrong location (subject of a separate representation below). The additional new acquisition outside the Development Consent Boundary will be between 5.9c and 5/13b some 370 metres, (See AKT 4 attached).

Construction of a new carriageway 1,000 metres long overall and 7.3 metres wide with verge, from Howell Hill and joining the existing A303 at the MOD Signal Station. At Howell Hill there will be a bellmouth junction where it joins the already designed re-aligned A303 to form a priority A303 road, with Howell Hill as the subsidiary road. At the MOD location it will blend into the side of the existing A303 carriageway.

Drainage is already provided at the base of the embankment, but it will be necessary to provide additional pipework to larger diameters to form an attenuation system to prevent any increase in surface water discharging into Howell Hill and thence to the River Cam.

Light obscuring barrier fencing to the new dualled carriageway adjacent to the MOD Signal Station (fencing currently allowed for Accommodation and Right of Way Tracks 6 & 7 referred to on APP-009 2.6 General Arrangement Plans drawing DR-UU-2065 & 2066) can be used elsewhere.

It can be constructed without, but, it would be extremely beneficial if a ‘wedge’ of land 90 metres long starting from zero and widening to 4.50 at Traits Lane amounting to 202.50M2 could be acquired from MOD Crown Estates. It is understood that they would be amenable to this arrangement.

It will require additional Consultant Fees in carrying out detailed production of new outline drawings created on CAD. Regarding investigation the only totally new area is the 370-metre section between 5.9c and 5/13b on drawing DR-UU-2021.

Slight deviation of the designed line of the dual carriageway to be detailed in the new CAD drawings, work would still be within the Development Consent Order Red Boundary. This deviation is notified by Fairhurst, their drawings are part of Bryan Norman's Written Submission and these drawings have also been shared with HE & Mott MacDonald.











Benefits over the Designed Scheme

The Parallel Road can be constructed without affecting the existing A303 traffic for most of its length and should be progressed immediately. The re-alignment of the existing road link with Howell Hill and this new road would be completed expeditiously and would reduce the planned closure of Howell Hill from 18 months to less than half that time.

Connecting to the existing A303 at both ends is assisted by there being central shaded zones in the existing carriageway at Hill View, Sparkford Road, West Camel and adjacent the MOD Signal Station. This creates a further lane which can be used by traffic whilst the current inner used lane is coned off to provide a safe working area for the work force and enable the new carriageway to join the existing seamlessly. Protection of the Contractors Workforce is paramount whilst maintaining the benefit of continuous traffic flow.

The Parallel Road can, for the main part, follow the existing terrain thereby reducing the quantity of costly earthworks.

Comparison of costings between the HE designed scheme and the proposed Parallel Road show that contrary to a £9M extra cost to the Project there would be a saving to the public purse based on purely looking at construction. Adding into the mix savings in driver stress, savings in substantial extra journey distance and time when diversions occur and savings to the local communities of the scourge of additional traffic the overall saving in monetary terms is not quantifiable but is substantial.

· The access to the three fields will be formed directly from the Parallel Road as they are at present from the A303 thereby eliminating the need to construct new tracks for accommodation works and field access. Tracks 6 & 7. 

· Traits Lane and Gason Lane can be reconnected to the Parallel Road to provide local access after the main construction work has been completed. This will have the effect of eliminating the need for the construction of the new access road to Blackwell Farm (This being away from the main works site)

· Cost saving for creating hammerheads at Traits Lane, Gason Lane and the closure of the A303 by the fuel station.

· All existing businesses operating along the A303 are retained intact for continuing trading.

· Compulsory purchase of land for haul roads. The haul roads are approximately 2 kilometres long for the north and scaled at 27metres wide and 0.600 kilometres for the south scaled at 18 metres wide, using an area of 64,500M2. NOT REQUIRED

· Construction of haul roads requires removal of top soil placed to one side, excavation to suitable sub-base, geotextile covered with granular fill fully compacted. When they have ceased being used as haul roads they will be returned to their original condition by removal of a depth of the granular material, replacing the top soil and applying suitable seeding. NOT REQUIRED

· Construction of a Bailey bridge with concrete abutments and future removal. NOT REQUIRED

· Temporary traffic lights at Steart Lane and Howell Hill together with Traffic Marshalls to allow local traffic preference when heavy plant is using the haul roads. NOT REQUIRED

· Compensation to Mattia Café, Fuel Station, Bakery and Wayne’s Bistro due to lack of business as a result of loss of passing trade. NOT REQUIRED

· Virtually eliminates disruption to the general flow of traffic on the A303. The prescribed diversionary route when the A303 is closed is via A359 Queen Camel, Marston Magna, Mudford, Yeovil (College Roundabout) and A37 to Ilchester to re-join the A303 just over 19 kilometres.

In addition to providing a local road after the new dualled road is completed it will provide a suitable diversionary route when the new road is closed for whatever reason. A distance from Podimore Roundabout to Sparkford Roundabout of less than 6 kilometres. The alternative Somerset County Council prescribed diversionary route has been from Podimore to Lydford crossroads, Castle Cary, Hadspen and Wincanton and vice versa a distance of about 25 kilometres.

The benefit during the construction of the new dualled road is that all Works will be totally to the north side of the retained A303 and the Parallel Road giving the Contractors unfettered access to their operations. As AKT 3 shows the fully loaded dump trucks can exit the source area of excavated material, i.e. the cutting and wild life ponds and travel along the route of the displaced A303 to discharge to the south or north to provide the sub-base for the new dualled carriageways.





In respect of the pinch point at the MOD Signal Station, I draw attention to RR1-001 Comments on Relevant Representations – at RR-024 Clause 24.2. HE states that they would have to acquire land from MOD through agreement, this presents high risk in time of the Project programme and potential buried services. In APP 161, 8.8 Statement of Common Ground with Ministry of Defence at Table 1.1, Records of Engagement, confirms that an initial discussion took place on the 6th February 2018 regarding methodology of acquisition of land currently owned by Secretary of State for Defence and used by MOD Signal Station. One month later the 9th March 2018, by email, HE provided drawings demonstrating a parcel of land required for a footpath. On the 16th April 2018 MOD responded by email, details in Table 3.1 (should read 2.1). This gave approval. Appendix A giving the copy of the letter is not within the documentation. Drawing DR-UU-2023 identifies the land as 7/6a, the land involved amounts to 2052.30 M2.

On the 31st May 2018 a meeting took place at West Camel, (See AKT 6 attached) the Minutes of that meeting at 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 questions were raised regarding the use of the MOD land. At Minute 2.7 it was explained that acquiring Crown Land was a lengthy process. The timetable given above suggests to the contrary and confirms that no approach was made for the area required for the road.

The required triangular piece of land for the Parallel Road is 202.50 M2 one tenth of that required and approved for the footpath.

In view of the substantial benefits of the Parallel Road illustrated above it is somewhat surprising that HE did not raise this requirement when submitting their drawings on the 9th March 2018. The time problem identified by them as high risk is clearly not the case.









Junctions at Downhead and Camel Cross

Highways England asserted in a meeting in West Camel on the 31st May 2018 that the east bound junction was for local traffic, however, at a later point confirmed that it was for RNAS Yeovilton. This correctly acknowledged the agreement recorded in APP.061 8.8 Statement of Common Ground with Ministry of Defence at Table 2.1 where it confirms that the Ministry of Defence requested a junction at Camel Cross and Highways England’s response was that a junction had been provided. It is the case that most local residents do not want an east bound junction. Presently they access the A303 east bound via Queen Camel to the Sparkford Roundabout. If the Parallel Road is adopted the journey will be directly using that road to the Hazlegrove Junction, saving traffic from the overcrowded High Street at Queen Camel.

Heavy slow-moving vehicles are introduced to the fast-moving traffic rising up the steepest section of the dualled road at Downhead, a dangerous and unnecessary arrangement when the use of the Parallel Road would feed this traffic into the system at either Podimore or Hazlegrove Junctions.

(See AKT 5 attached) Why would traffic heading east bound exit the A303 via this junction to find its way over the bridge and head west bound along the retained A303 and thence on the B3151 to RNAS Yeovilton? See the following presentation regarding the Podimore Link.

Non-local traffic currently travelling along the A303 and using either Plowage Lane or Howell Hill would still naturally use this junction and be fed onto the unclassified roads through West Camel, a route they currently use when travelling from the A37 and A372 from the north west heading towards the A359 and B3148 to the south east, and vice versa. The traffic from the south east area would not use this junction to travel east bound.

Elimination of the Downhead Junction and the Camel Cross junction at this stage will facilitate the potential for the scheme to be developed as an Expressway now or certainly without unnecessary costly works in due course.

As a result of the elimination of the Downhead junction there would be no requirement for the mini-roundabout where it joins the retained A303 as only local traffic would use this route, a simple

bellmouth junction would suffice. As this is sited where the west bound lay-bye is located it would be possible to create a coned off area adjacent to the operations to protect the work force, closing the lay-bye and using it as the west bound lane whilst the bellmouth junction is formed.

Elimination of these junction would save a significant amount of money.













Podimore Link

The title of this project is A303 Sparkford to Ilchester Dualling and it is noted that the actual works extend from Sparkford to connecting to the existing dualled road somewhat east of Podimore. I appreciate that this is probably regarded as outside the Inspectors remit, but I sincerely believe that for the benefit of all road users this proposal is worthy of detailed consideration.

A valuable link road from Podimore Roundabout through to the B3151 could and should be developed concurrent to improve the viability of the local road network. This road will be constructed sooner or later in any event and clearly it should be carried out now and not wait for the eventual re-routing of the A303 to form a dualled continuous road at the Podimore Roundabout location.

See AKT 5, the road would seek to use the exit slip from Podimore Roundabout to the Services area but would strike a route initially following the existing field boundaries and ditch line to the east of the Flood Zone 2 and then strike a straight route to the B3151 by the RNAS Yeovilton base about 1 kilometre.

By carrying out this work concurrent with the A303 dualling project it would ensure high quality roads from Podimore Roundabout through Camel Cross along the retained A303 and the Parallel Road through to Sparkford Roundabout and thence back onto the A303 dualled route. In times of closure of the dualled carriageway this would provide an acceptable alternative and save long distance diversions as stated above.

It would provide the alternative route for the non-local traffic heading from the North West (A37 and A372) towards the South East (A359 and B3148) and vice versa, prevented from using an east and west bound junction (removed as discussed above).

Savings made by removing the Downhead Junction and Camel Cross Junction would go some way towards the cost of this extra section of road.

There are two major benefits from this proposal, firstly the removal of the introduction of slow moving traffic entering the dualled high speed road, some of it being Heavy Goods Vehicles and Farm Vehicles, secondly the conversion, if it is not done at the outset, which of course it should be, would make it somewhat easier at a later stage of the upgrading to the trumpeted status of Expressway. 

Hazlegrove Interchange

The HE Designed junction has always been regarded by many as complex, not user friendly, requires too much land take and is un-economic to the users. Mr Bryan Norman in collaboration with Fairhurst has produced a scheme which eliminates these issues raised here.

The diagonal underbridge whilst having a 4-metre-wide footpath for NMU is not, I would suggest, suitable for horses particularly as it is almost 60 metres long and receiving a high volume of traffic to and from the dualled highway and users of Hazlegrove School. The provision of an underbridge from Sparkford Roundabout to the north side of the A303 for east bound on and off traffic and access to Hazlegrove School and a further smaller underbridge providing access to Camel Hill and Vale Farms will provide far superior provision for the NMU’s. These two underbridges will be more economic to construct than the designed diagonal underbridge.

Mr Bryan Norman’s detailed analysis of the layout and usage of this interchange and his resultant proposal has a great deal of merit and warrants proper appraisal and adoption.



Contractor Compounds

As highlighted in the construction of the Parallel Road described above, the Contractor will be able to operate totally to the north of traffic flow on the existing A303. It is incredulous that the designated site for the main Accommodation Contractor Site set-ups (2 No.) are being placed to the south of the new Works - even if the Parallel Road is not accepted. All personnel, plant, movement of materials to and from the compound will have to interrupt the flow of traffic on the A303 to gain access to the Works area.

RR1-001 Comments on Relevant Representations, at RR-024 Clause 24.6, HE states that several buildability assessments have taken place, but buildability is based on making the process as simple and effective as possible. HE states “A temporary bridge is likely to be used to allow construction traffic to travel from one side of the A303 to the other” that doesn’t sound simple or economical. The provision of these bridges would have to be at both compounds and represent a saving if the compounds are sited to the north of the new scheme.

The compound at the top of Traits Lane is totally unacceptable as a location because of the sloping nature of the bulk of the site requiring, no doubt, reshaping to accommodate the site cabins, storage of materials, vehicle parking, etc. 

The compound at Camel Cross between the existing A303 and the B3151, identified as 2/5b on APP-005 2.2 Land Plans, drawing DR – UU – 2018, is further away from the action. The more appropriate location would be, it is suggested, to include the land identified at 2/3b on drawing DR – UU – 2018 and to use the whole area within the Development Consent Order (red) boundary. This area is immediately adjacent to the main Works for Administration accommodation, storage of Plant, materials, etc. Much of the material deliveries will be via the A37 and will immediately access the compound to the far west of the Project from the retained dualled A303.

This land at Camel Cross can then be used for receiving the surplus surface water from the dualled road. This area has a ditch to the west which could receive controlled release of water and return the field readily to usable farmland. This arrangement would, it is suggested, placate the Naval Station because the water would be there for a limited time and therefore not attract the bird life that the proposed wildlife ponds will do.

The Camel Cross attenuation suggested will save the costs of the creation of the wildlife ponds No 2 & 3 together with their associated additional pipework as included in the Designed Scheme by HE. 









Traffic Management

Traffic management will be greatly enhanced by adoption of the Parallel Road explained above. HE asserts that there will be little traffic interruption during the construction period taking place principally only on an evening and at weekends.

RR1-001 Comments on Relevant Representations at RR-024 Clause 24-7 states “A Traffic Management Plan (TMP) is being developed in consultation with Somerset County Council and will eventually contain measures for the implementation of temporary traffic diversions.” 

I would anticipate that the east bound carriageway at the western end will be constructed immediately as the planned levels indicate little in the way of significant ground work and will quickly provide the access into the suggested compound area recommended above. Being constructed first to Camel Cross, a temporary diversion road then to direct traffic from the retained A303 onto this new carriageway will enable the existing westbound road to be removed, reshaped and reconstructed. The re-opened link to Downhead can be joined here also.

At the section between Conegore Crossroads and the fuel station on the eastern section over Camel Hill, the disruption to traffic is perceived to be very problematic. Construction of the westbound carriageway on the embankment south of the quarry can be carried out to some extent and the east bound section to follow on but the management of traffic by the MOD Signal Station becomes fraught due to significant changes in levels between each of those carriageways and the retained closed off section of the A303 at the fuel station. It is evident that rather than overnight temporary closures more prolonged closures will be inevitable. The introduction of the Parallel Road will eliminate this conundrum.

As stated above, the distance of diverted traffic is significant from Sparkford to Yeovil and back to the A303 at Ilchester and vice versa for traffic following the prescribed route. Clearly, as experienced on a regular basis by the local communities, lots of traffic of all sizes do not follow the prescribed route and seek alternatives through villages on unclassified roads, a recipe for disaster.



Allan Keith Tingey



Associated documents

AKT 1		Highways England letter dated 19th July 2018

AKT 2		Map showing additional land take for Parallel Road

AKT 3		Map showing Parallel Road

AKT 4		Map showing Parallel Road with minor DCO red line changes

AKT 5	Map showing New Link Road at Podimore forming viable relief route if new A303 is closed.

AKT 6	Minutes of Meeting held at West Camel on the 31st May 2018.
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Summary of Written Submission 

 

As soon as Option 1 was chosen in October 2017 I obtained a copy of the plans of proposals of the 
1990’s scheme and drew a line that was to show the route of a southern link road to join the part of 
the existing road that had been severed by the new dual carriageway, it made common sense. This 
has become the Parallel Road which has so much going for it in terms of making the construction of 
the new scheme much easier (traffic away from construction), cheaper (a substantial amount of land 
shown within the DCO Red Boundary is no longer required), quicker (closure of local roads can be 
reduced), less disruptive (closure of the road will not be required as much as would have been the 
case), and has been generally accepted by the local communities as a must have requirement. 

I believe that the attached maps to my Written Submission, AKT 2,3 & 4 show clearly the ease with 
which the Parallel Road can be accommodated into the Scheme. 

Removal of the planned Downhead and Camel Cross junctions in a 6-kilometre length of carriageway 
between two major junctions enables upgrade to Expressway with minimal cost. Savings can be 
allotted to new link road between Podimore Roundabout and the B3151 at RNAS Yeovilton Base 
giving a more resilient local road network with the retained A303 and Parallel Road. Any forced 
closure of the dualled road would have a suitable relief road, this is clearly illustrated in AKT 5. 

The Hazlegrove junction design is not user friendly, uses too much land and can be re-designed to 
achieve results that are more in keeping with existing highway designs, providing good safe access to 
Hazlegrove School and for users of the existing Services site and those entering the local road 
network. 

The planned compounds are at the wrong side of the planned Dual Carriageway starkly emphasised 
by Highways England’s suggestion that bridges over the A303 would be used. 




